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Long considered one of the three best craps book ever writtenâ€”and one of the best-selling dice

books everâ€”gambling authority Edwin Silberstangâ€™s new edition coincides with the rapid growth

of casino craps.This new edition has been updated to cover changes in how the game is played

today and how casinos treat their players. This entertaining and informative guide includes

instructions for playing craps, illustrative examples from actual games, explanations for the basic

betting combinations, dos and don'ts for making bets, and aggressive winning strategies. As the

author says, â€œBy the time you finish reading, you're going to know as much about craps as

anyone who is involved with the game, and I include casino managers, pit bosses and dealers in

this category. Not only that, but this book will reveal methods of play and strategies never before put

into print. The purpose of this work is to transmit this knowledge to you, the reader, and to make you

a winner.â€• This is practical and winning craps strategy from a legend. A classic that belongs in

every gambler's library.
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Off and On: that's what you'll be saying to the dealer at the craps table after you read this book! It

means that one of the numbers you've had working for you on the board has hit while you were

betting the come. The dealer hears this and expertly sets up your next bet while shoving the stack

of chips that you've just won toward you. Sweet.And yet virtually no one else at the craps table

understands what just happened! Why is that?The typical craps table is filled with bets that a craps

player should never make. And the bets that give a craps player the best odds of winning are

*completely unmarked!* Why is that?It's because that's the way the casino wants it.This book



completely dissects every bet on a craps table. It explains the odds of winning for each bet, and

then focuses on the bets you should be making, teaching you how to make those bets even though

there are absolutely no indications on the craps table for them.For my money, if you're going to play

against the house, craps is the best game to play. Here's why: 1) Unless you count cards, your best

odds of winning are at the craps table; 2) Everyone at a craps table is typically on the same side of

the bet -- you'll never be cheering while someone else is cursing; and 3) You stand when you play,

so your feet remind you to take a break.I've been at hot craps tables, where a shooter is rolling the

dice for twenty minutes or more. It's amazing how much money you can win in such situations. The

problem is that you never know when a table is going to get hot. This book teaches you how to

make your money last while you're waiting for that streak, and then how to capitalize on it when it

arrives.I haven't read any other books on craps.
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